Abstract. Because of the complex environment of the underwater noise and the difficulty for detecting the failure of the underwater sensors, a distributed filtering algorithm for the nonlinear target is proposed by applied the unscented kalman filter into the federated filter frame. Furthermore, the information allocation parameter is dynamically designed to be the ratio of the trace of the covariance matrix of the sub filter and the trace of the global covariance matrix. The soft failure sensitivity of the sub system is improved. The simulation result shows that the UKF federated filter can track the nonlinear target effectively and the soft failure sensitivity of the sub system can be identified easily.
Introduction
Multi-sensor integrated navigation has been widely used in the underwater sensor network. It improves the tracking precision of the single sensor and has better failure tolerance. There are two basic structures for the Multi-sensor data fusion: the centralized fusion and the distributed fusion. The centralized fusion collects all of the data to the fusion center to be processed, so there are not any losses of data. The centralized fusion is optimal. But the calculation and the communication burden of the centralized fusion may be too heavy and the failure tolerance is poor. The distributed fusion has got more and more attention in the recent years. N. A. Carlson proposed the federated filter in the 1990s [1] . The federated filter consists of a global filter and a number of local filters and the local filters are independent from each other, they apply their own filter algorithms, process own measurement information and generate the local tracking path. The global filter can only fuse the generated path of the local filters [2] . The traditional federated filter uses KF as its local filters, that leads the traditional federated filter can only track the linear moving targets. But often the measurement function is nonlinear; the KF can't use the nonlinear information, so the UKF is used as the local filter in the proposed algorithm. Furthermore, in order to identify the failure sensors, the dynamic information allocation is designed to be the ratio of the trace of the covariance matrix of the sub filter and the trace of the global covariance matrix. Simulation results indicate that the proposed algorithm can track the nonlinear system well and the accuracy is better than the UKF algorithm, and the soft failure sensitivity of the sub system can be enlarged, thus, the failure sensor can be identified easily.
Federated UKF Based on Dynamic Information Allocation
Federated UKF. The federated kalman filter processes the measurement information from multi-sensors decentralized. Each local filter works parallelly and preprocesses its own measurements using kalman filter, and then sends the processed information to the global filter to be fused. The working process of federated kalman filter mainly consists of four procedures, those are the information allocation, time updated, measurement updated and information fusion. The local filter designed by N. A. Calson is the standard kalman filter. There are many restrictions in practice. In view of the nonlinear underwater target tracking problem, the UKF is used to replace the kalman filter for the local filter. Consider the dynamic system function:
where,
∈ is the n-dimensional state of the motion target at time step k ,
is the processing noise distribution matrix, r k w R ∈ is the noise sequence with the covariance k Q . Suppose that the noise at each time is independent with each other.
Suppose that there are N sensors that observe the target, the measurement functions are as follows: is the corresponding measurement noise with its covariance being 1 k R + and mean being zero. All of the noises are supposed to be independence.
Suppose the initial state value of the global filter is 0 g x , the initial covariance is 0 g P , then according to the information allocation principle of the federated filter, we have:
Where 0 i β > is the information allocation parameter and:
Let the results of the information allocation be the current value for the local filters. Each filter uses UKF to update the state, the UKF algorithm is as follows: 1. Time-update Calculate sigma points:
Compute the propagated sigma points:
Compute the predicted state and covariance:
2. Measurement-update Calculate sigma points:
Compute the predicted mean and the predicted covariance of the measurement and the cross-covariance of the state and the measurement:
Compute the filter gain and the estimated state and its covariance: Then the local filters send the update results to the global filter to be fused. The fusion algorithm is:
Dynamic Information Allocation.
When the dimension and the transition matrix of the global filter and the local filters are the same, there will be few effect to the global optimal of the federated filter no matter what the value of i β is. But different i β will affect the accuracy and failure tolerance of the local filters. In practical application, the information allocation would satisfy that the higher accuracy the local filter gets, the larger parameter will be allocated. According to (21), we can get:
So, we have:
trace P trace P P P P trace P trace P trace P trace P
We can choose:
Noticed that:
So, this allocation method satisfies the principle of the information allocation.
Simulation and Analysis
Suppose the target moves with a constant angular velocityω , the state vector [ , , , ] T X x x y y =   , we can get the system function is:
Where
and ( ) w t is represented the process noise sequence. We can get its discrete form as: 
and the covariance of the noise is k S . The measurement functions of the sensors are:
( )
where ( figure, we can see that the proposed algorithm can track the nonlinear system well, and the accuracy is higher than the single unscented kalman filter. The error of the failure sensor using the dynamic information allocation is larger than that using the fixed information allocation. Then the failure sensor can be located easily.
And after 50 times Monte-Carlo experiment, the root mean square error of the variables are as follows: We can see that when using fixed information allocation, because of the correction of the fusion results, the failure sensor almost has the same performance as the right sensors. So, the failure sensor can't be identified from the right sensors. The proposed dynamic information allocation algorithm reduces the feedback correction to the failure sensor by dynamicly adjusting the allocation parameters, so that the error of the failure sensor is obvious larger than the right sensors, and the failure sensor can be indentified easily.
Summary
In this paper, the nonlinear federated filter based on dynamic information allocation has been proposed. The unscented kalman filter is used as the local filter. And the information allocation parameter is determined by the trace of the local filter's covariance and the global filter's covariance. Simulation results show that the proposed algorithm can accurately track the nonlinear system; moreover the proposed algorithm increases the fault sensitivity of the local filters and can identify the failure sensor easily from the right sensors.
